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By Rick Acker : Death in the Mind's Eye  the topic of mind control is elaborate multifaceted and multi layered for 
the casual reader it can quickly become numbing overwhelming the senses and creating a act i scene i a desert place 
thunder and lightning enter three witches first witch when shall we three meet again in thunder lightning or in rain 
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3 of 3 review helpful Great legal drama that s a little outside the norm By Melissa It rsquo s been seven years since 
Rick Acker rsquo s last book and I have truly missed his stories His legal thrillers take unique parts of the legal system 
and turn them into inventive stories Mixed in with the legal elements are strong ethical dilemmas and potentially far 
reaching consequences should the hero and or heroine fail ldq San Francisco attorney Mike Webster does not lose 
medical malpractice cases But his stellar reputation and faith are put to the test when he agrees to defend Dr Johanna 
Anderson a brilliant and beautiful psychologist Jo is accused of failing to prevent the death of Seth Bell a senator 
rsquo s son she was treating with a revolutionary technology assisted therapy called the Mind rsquo s Eye The 
controversial technique provides insights into what patients are think ldquo Authentic courtroom drama meets chilling 
psychological thriller in Acker rsquo s latest and the surprising twists and turns will keep readers riveted The 
characters are engaging the plot is masterfully done and the pace is ideal Fans of John Grisha 
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